The current study focuses on the use of scanning laser optical tomography (SLOT) in imaging of the mouse lung ex vivo. SLOT is a highly efficient fluorescence microscopy technique allowing rapid scanning of samples of a size of several millimeters, thus enabling volumetric visualization by using intrinsic contrast mechanisms of previously fixed lung lobes. Here, we demonstrate the imaging of airways, blood vessels, and parenchyma from whole, optically cleared mouse lung lobes with a resolution down to the level of single alveoli using absorption and autofluorescence scan modes. The internal structure of the lung can then be analyzed nondestructively and quantitatively in three-dimensional datasets in any preferred planar orientation. Moreover, the procedure preserves the microscopic structure of the lung and allows for subsequent correlative histologic studies. In summary, the current study has shown that SLOT is a valuable technique to study the internal structure of the mouse lung.
acini; alveoli; airways; blood vessels; 3D microscopy; optical projection tomography THE FUNCTIONAL CAPACITY OF the mammalian lung as a gas exchanger depends on its fine structural architecture. The lung's internal structure is most commonly assessed either by radiological-e.g., computed tomography (CT) or MRI-or by microscopic-e.g., light or electron microscopy-means (2, 6, 23, 24) . Radiological techniques are capable of analyzing the whole organ in vivo but are limited in resolution. On the other hand, microscopy can provide high resolution but is usually based on sections from samples after fixation, embedding, and sectioning.
New optical imaging techniques have the potential to fill the gap between these two approaches, in particular, in experimental studies (20) . Examples applied to the lung include real-time fluorescence microscopy (13), multiphoton microscopy (1, 19) , and optical coherence tomography (3, 15) . These methods do not require tissue fixation and allow for in vivo imaging in real time. However, they are still physically restricted due to the optical properties of the tissue and thereby, their penetration depth. Hence, these techniques are limited to rather small samples in the submillimeter range.
If an imaging method should allow for quantitative assessment of lung structure, it needs to fulfill the requirements of unbiased sampling and measurement principles within the whole lung (9) . Therefore, access to the whole lung for imaging purposes, whereas at the same time, providing sufficient resolution for visualizing structural details, is important. One approach that is particularly promising in this respect is based on optical projection tomography (OPT) (25) , which allows for three-dimensional (3D) tomographic reconstruction of objects based on projections using both fluorescent and nonfluorescent signals. A significant improvement of the fluorescence OPT principle was achieved recently by the introduction of a laser scanner in the setup, referred to as scanning laser optical tomography (SLOT) (14) . Compared with conventional fluorescence OPT, SLOT increases the photon collection efficiency 100-fold, thus making it the most sensitive optical microscopy technique for objects larger than 2 mm currently available.
The aim of this study was to explore the potential of SLOT to image the mouse lung. In particular, appropriate specimen preparation methods have been developed and tested. Moreover, intrinsic contrast mechanisms as well as different imaging modes have been assessed regarding their ability for visualizing and quantitating structural details within the lung (airways, blood vessels, acini, alveoli).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Mice. We used a total of 10 C57BL/6 [wild-type (WT) as well as surfactant protein D (SP-D)-deficient] mice in this study (11, 12) . Animals were housed in an animal facility at Hannover Medical School with food and water provided ad libitum. All animals received humane care in compliance with the "Principles of Laboratory Animal Care", formulated by the National Society for Medical Research, and the "Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals", published by the National Institutes of Health (NIH publication 85-23, revised in 1996). The protocol was in compliance with the Protection of Animals Act and approved by the Bioethical Committee of the District of Lower Saxony.
Lung processing. The workflow and processing steps are illustrated in Fig. 1 . Lungs were fixed in situ by intravascular perfusion of a mixture of 0.1% glutaraldehyde/4% formaldehyde (from freshly depolymerized paraformaldehyde) in 0.2 M HEPES buffer (17) . The details of the fixation technique have been described recently (30) . Briefly, after anesthesia, tracheal intubation, and setting of an inflation pressure of 13-to 14-cm liquid column, the abdomen was opened, and the inferior caval vein was canulated. After a short preflush, perfusion fixation was performed at a pressure of 30-cm liquid column.
To perform SLOT, lungs were dehydrated in an increasing ethanol series of 30%, 50%, 70%, 90%, and 99.8% ethanol with an incubation time of at least 2 h/ethanol step. Lungs were then transferred in a methylsalicylic acid (MS)/benzyl benzoate (BB) mixture for clearing (26) . The best clearing results were obtained when MS and BB were used in a ratio of three parts MS plus two parts BB (corresponding to a refractive index of 1.553). Transparency of the tissues was reached after 2-3 h of MS/BB treatment. For SLOT imaging, the accessory lobe was prepared and fixed with an upside-down cannula in the SLOT specimen chamber.
SLOT imaging. SLOT is a highly efficient microscopy technique enabling the 3D imaging of specimen with sizes of several millimeters (14) . Like OPT, it can be seen as the optical equivalent of CT, since the basic principle is the acquisition of projection images and the subsequent reconstruction of tomographic slices with the computer. In contrast to CT, OPT and SLOT use light instead of X-rays, thus offering new contrast mechanisms such as fluorescence and scattered light detection (8) . However, SLOT raises a new way of capturing projection images by using a scanning mirror in combination with 1D detectors. In contrast, OPT performs uniform illumination of the specimen and generates projection images with a charge-coupled device. Due to this difference in image acquisition, the collection efficiency of SLOT is significantly higher than that of OPT, resulting in an increased signal-to-noise ratio.
The SLOT setup is shown in Fig. 2 . The light source is a laser diode (532 nm; continuous wave, 15 mW), which is spatially cleaned by a pinhole (30 m) in a telescope to obtain a flat and homogeneous wavefront. An adjustable iris diaphragm is used to vary the beam diameter and thereby determines the numerical aperture (NA) of the optical system. The beam is scanned through an achromatic and aspheric imaging lens (f ϭ 30 mm) by a set of galvanometer-scanning mirrors into a glass cuvette with the specimen immersed in clearing solution. The latter is the same that was used before for the opticalclearing procedure, i.e., a mixture of MS and BB. A photodiode (PD; PDA36A; Thorlabs GmbH, Dachau/Munich, Germany) on the optical axis of the system behind the cuvette detects the transmitted laser light to acquire projection images of the extinction. In addition, autofluorescence excited by the 532-nm laser and emitted in the direction of the bottom of the cuvette is detected by a photomultiplier tube (PMT; R3896; Hamamatsu Photonics K.K., Hamamatsu City, Japan) to obtain projection images of the autofluorescence. Therefore, a lens system with an optical band-pass filter (FF01-624/40-25; Semrock, IDEX, Lake Forest, IL) is used to direct the emitted light onto the PMT and to block scattered excitation light of the laser. A mechanical rotation stage rotates the specimen to achieve projection images from multiple viewing angles.
The described setup allows the simultaneous acquisition of a pair of projection images by using transmitted light (via PD) and autofluorescence (via PMT). Each projection image is formed by scanning 700 ϫ 700 points through the sample within 2. The laser source is spatially cleaned by a pinhole (ph) within a telescope and directed onto a set of galvo-scanning mirrors (gm). A diaphragm (d) is used to adjust the aperture of the beam, which determines the numerical aperture of the optical system. The laser is scanned through the imaging lens into a glass cuvette filled with immersion liquid to acquire projection images of the specimen. Therefore, transmitted light is detected by a photodiode (PD) on the optical axis behind the cuvette. Simultaneously, the autofluorescence signal is collected by a lens system below the cuvette and detected by a photomultiplier tube (PMT). The optical filter blocks the excitation light of the laser source. A rotation stage is used to rotate the specimen within the cuvette. capturing projection images and rotating the specimen 360°, a pair of projection image sets is generated, each consisting of 600 images and covering a full revolution (i.e., every 0.6 degree, a projection image pair is captured). Thus the total time for the acquisition of a full scan is ϳ27 min. To reconstruct a projection image set, custom software is applied, performing a filtered back projection algorithm as known from OPT and CT (10) . Thereby, a volumetric data stack is created that represents a 3D image of the specimen. This virtual counterpart can be used for producing sectional views in arbitrary planes, for analyzing the inner structure of the specimen, and for the 3D segmentation of specific domains.
All projection datasets and volumetric data stacks were clipped and visualized with the open source software ImageJ. Rendering was performed using open source Volume Rendering Engine (Voreen). Segmentation of blood vessels and acini was performed with the open source software packages Seg3D (automated by a neighbor-connected algorithm or by thresholding) and IMOD (manual segmentation), respectively.
Light microscopy. For subsequent light microscopic analysis, the cleared accessory lobes were treated with a decreasing acetone series ranging from 100% to 25% acetone in 25% steps for 1 h each. Samples were then osmicated, immersed in one-half-saturated aqueous uranyl acetate, dehydrated in acetone, and finally, embedded in glycol methacrylate (Technovit 8100; Heraeus Kulzer, Wehrheim, Germany) (16) . Sections of a thickness of 1.5 m were cut and stained with toluidine blue for correlative light microscopy.
Quantitative analysis. The volumetric data stacks obtained by SLOT as well as corresponding light microscopical sections were used for quantitative assessment of subcomponent volumes by stereology (9, 32) . Because the first mice were used for establishing and optimizing the specimen preparation protocol and settings for SLOT, only the last four WT lungs, which were treated under identical conditions, were included in the stereological analysis. In particular, volume fractions of nonparenchyma (conducting airways and blood vessels) and parenchyma (gas exchange region), with parenchyma further subdivided into acinar (alveolar and duct) airspace and alveolar septal tissue, were estimated by point counting. The total volume of the accessory lobe was estimated by Cavalieri's principle. The optical sections from the SLOT data stacks that were analyzed as well as the light microscopical sections from the same specimens after histological processing were selected by a systematic, uniform random-sampling protocol. Relative (fractions/unit volume) and total values (fractions multiplied by the volume of the accessory lobe) A B Fig. 3 . Lung histology after SLOT imaging compared with conventional histological processing. A: light micrograph of a lung sample embedded and sectioned after the SLOT imaging clearing process. B: lung sample directly processed for histology without previous clearing. Parenchymal architecture is well preserved in both preparations, indicating that the clearing process does not alter lung structure at the light microscopic level. obtained by SLOT and by light microscopy were compared by a two-tailed t-test for paired samples using PRISM GraphPad 5.02 software. A P value Ͻ0.05 was considered statistically significant. In addition, SLOT data stacks were used to measure airwaybranching angles in three WT mice. The angle between the accessory lobe right main bronchus and its first daughter branch was selected (27) .
RESULTS
The setup of the study can be seen in Fig. 1A . For this, we established a protocol to extract lungs from C57BL/6 WT as well as SP-D-deficient mice after perfusion fixation of inflated lungs and replaced the water in these lungs with a mixture of MS/BB to allow the SLOT lasers to penetrate the lung tissue (Fig. 1, B-G) . The principle of clearing biological samples using MS/BB was established by Spalteholz in 1911 (26) for conventional light microscopy. Combined with SLOT, it allows deep penetration of lasers into tissue where the absorption of light as well as generation of autofluorescence by intrinsic tissue properties are used to generate images of the architecture of whole organs (14, 25) . In contrast to the SLOT setup originally described by Lorbeer et al. (14) , the detection of autofluorescence light is done from below the cuvette to prevent artifacts in the reconstruction process induced by absorption of autofluorescence light by the specimen (Fig. 2) . Following SLOT imaging, the clearing process was reversed via treatment with 100% acetone. After embedding in glycol methacrylate, accessory lobes were used for histology and compared with lungs that were conventionally embedded for histology (Fig. 3) .
The optical resolution of SLOT is similar to that of OPT, since the NA of the optical system has to be adjusted until the specimen is covered by the depth of field (14) . Imaging the accessory lobe with its largest dimension of ϳ2 mm thus requires a NA of 0.028, resulting in a theoretical resolution of 9.3 m at a laser wavelength of 532 nm. This is the theoretical resolution for the whole lobe.
In Fig. 4 , projection images from SLOT datasets are shown. Movies of whole datasets can be found in Supplemental Material Movies 1-3 for transmission, autofluorescence, and the overlay from inverted transmission and autofluorescence SLOT projections, respectively. (The online version of this article contains supplemental data.) Figure 4A shows a projection of one of 600 images generated via transmission of the 532-nm laser through the accessory lobe. Depending on the erythrocytes remaining in the blood vessels, both the arterial and venous system can be seen due to high absorption of erythrocytes at 532 nm. In areas that are largely washed out during the fixation procedure, blood vessels are barely detectable in the transmission mode. Figure 4B shows the corresponding projection generated via detection of autofluorescence. In this mode, the bronchial tree as well as alveolar ducts and alveoli can be detected. Bronchiolar walls stand out via a strong autofluorescence. The structure of the acini, alveolar ducts, and alveoli can also be detected, despite their weaker autofluorescence due to a high signal-to-noise ratio. Figure 4C shows the overlay of an inverted transmission image and the autofluorescence image giving a holistic view of the two modes, mainly resulting from the blood vessel and airway structure of the accessory lobe. This figure demonstrates that the actual resolution is sufficient for visualization of conducting airways and blood vessels in the center of the lobe as well as acinar airways, including alveoli, in the periphery.
Despite the intuitive nature of these images and animated projections that allow us to see the lobar architecture (see Supplemental Material movies), the volumetric data stacks obtained via reconstruction, using filtered back projection algorithms, allow not only correlation of individual optical slices with histological samples but also 3D segmentation (see Figs. 5-8) .
In Fig. 5 , volumetric images of xy, xz, and yz planes through an accessory lobe are depicted in transmission, autofluorescence, and the overlay mode. The optical slices generated have a thickness of 6.5 m (linear voxel size) and allow the comparison with conventional histology. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 . This comparison verifies the notion obtained from the raw data projection sets that the strong autofluorescence originates from the bronchiolar walls (epithelium and subepithelial connective tissue), whereas absorption of the 532-nm laser occurs predominantly in blood vessels filled with erythrocytes. However, it should be noted that the fine structure of the parenchyma down to single alveoli can be seen in both imaging modes (transmission and autofluorescence), in raw data projections (Fig. 4) , and in volumetric data stacks (Fig. 5) .
The volumetric datasets were further used for segmentation of the blood vessel system (Fig. 7) and the acinar airspace (Fig. 8) . The distinction between arteries and veins is possible based on their anatomic location. The arteries closely follow the bronchial tree and its branchings (thus constituting bronchioloarterial units) in contrast to veins, which lie in the boundary between units (Fig. 7B) . Segmentation of individual acini is possible starting at the transition of a terminal bronchiole into an alveolar duct system (bronchiolo-alveolar duct junction; Fig. 8) .
The results of the stereological analysis of subcomponent volumes obtained by SLOT and by light microscopy are shown in Table 1 . In general, the relative volumes of nonparenchyma and parenchyma (expressed as percent of lobar tissue) are comparable, with higher fractions of acinar airspace and lower fractions of alveolar septal tissue (expressed as percent of parenchymal tissue, respectively) in the SLOT datasets. Total volumes (fractions multiplied by the reference volume) were consistently higher for lobar volume and acinar airspace volume when obtained by SLOT compared with light microscopy.
The branching angles between the accessory lobe right main bronchus and its first daughter branch measured in three WT mice were 38.4°, 38.7°, and 38.6°. These values are in good agreement with in vivo micro-CT data obtained previously (37.8°) (27) .
DISCUSSION
The present study is the first to use SLOT as a tool for imaging the mouse lung. The possibility to visualize whole lobes ex vivo with a resolution down to the level of single alveoli is demonstrated. Airways and blood vessels can be analyzed in 3D datasets in any preferred planar orientation, thus fully preserving spatial information. SLOT datasets allow for quantitative assessment of lung structure by stereological methods. Moreover, the procedure preserves the microscopic structure of the lung and allows for subsequent correlative histologic studies, e.g., for the purpose of validation of the structural findings obtained by SLOT or of extending the SLOT findings to higher resolution and/or specific cell labelings.
Regarding the stereological analysis, five animals/group are preferable in general, because then, the probability that changes in one direction between two groups occur simply by chance is Ͻ5%. However, in the context of the present study, in which we had four animals available for quantitative analysis, we consider this number as sufficient, because the major purpose of the stereological analysis was to demonstrate that nondestructive quantification of lung structure is possible by SLOT, whereas the comparison of SLOT vs. histology was only a minor purpose. In further applications with a biological rather than a methodological focus, the necessary number of animals/group will depend on the degree of biological variation among animals within one group and the degree of differences between groups.
The stereological data demonstrate that some parameters show similar results by SLOT and by light microscopy, whereas others do not. The reasons for these discrepancies are certainly technical ones. One may speculate that the lower resolution of the SLOT datasets leads to an underestimation of the volume fraction of alveolar septae, because their thickness in mice is in the range of or even below the theoretical resolution obtained in this study. On the other hand, the lower total lobar and total acinar airspace volumes obtained by light microscopy can most likely be attributed to changes in tissue dimensions during post-SLOT processing for light microscopy. The detailed effects of specimen preparation on quantitative parameters await further examination.
The nature of the endogenous signals from the various lung-tissue compartments that can be visualized by SLOT is not fully clear yet and remains to be determined in detail in future studies. A further point that needs to be addressed in this context is the influence of the lung-fixation technique, in particular, the route of fixation and the chemical composition of the fixative. The degree to which erythrocytes are flushed out during perfusion will have an impact on the quality of the visualization of blood vessels. Depending on the specific purpose of the study, the fixation protocol may therefore have to be adapted accordingly (31) . However, it should be pointed out that specific labelings of target structures with fluorescent markers are possible with OPT (5) or SLOT (14) .
An increasing variety of imaging techniques is becoming available to study lung structure and function in clinical and experimental settings. A comprehensive view providing high spatial and temporal resolution in vivo, ex vivo, or in vitro can only be achieved by combining several methods, each with specific strengths and limitations (18) . Methods for small laboratory animals include, e.g., hyperpolarized gas MRI (21), micro-CT (4, 27, 30), fluorescence molecular tomography (7), synchrotron radiation-based X-ray tomography (28) , optical coherence tomography (15) , real-time fluorescence microscopy (13), and multiphoton microscopy (1, 19) . In studies comparing different experimental groups (e.g., treatment vs. control or knockout vs. WT), quantification of the structural findings is a prerequisite for statistically valid analysis. Fig. 8 . Acinus reconstruction. A: the segmented acinus is shown together with one of the underlying optical slices from the volumetric data stack. B: higher magnification from a different angle. Here, orthogonal planes are used as structural reference. The entrance into the acinus at the bronchiolo-alveolar duct junction is indicated in blue. In comparison with other imaging modalities, SLOT is a very fast and convenient method that enables recording of both fluorescent and nonfluorescent signals from intact samples of a size of at least several millimeters (8, 14) . Besides whole lobes from mouse lungs, tissue samples of similar size from large animal or human lungs can be analyzed. One limitation of this approach is that the samples need to be transparent; i.e., suitable clearing protocols have to be used. Although this can pose serious challenges in very dense organs, the present study has shown that the lung, with its low tissue-volume fraction of ϳ10 -15%, is particularly suited for SLOT imaging in this respect. Lung tissue can easily be cleared for SLOT, whereas still maintaining tissue fine structure for subsequent histologic analysis. Furthermore, SLOT allows for nondestructive quantitative assessment of lung structure. This means that without the need for embedding and sectioning of samples, results can be obtained faster and can be reassessed and extended in the volumetric datasets in any preferred spatial orientation. Furthermore, potential sources of changes in tissue dimensions during embedding and sectioning are avoided. The volumetric SLOT datasets also allow for additional measurements, because they preserve spatial information. Potential applications of SLOT in lung research are, e.g., quantitative phenotype analyses of mouse models of human lung disease. Here, SLOT can be used in combination with stereological methods (9, 32) , as shown in the present study. The direct application of stereological sampling and measurement principles to tomographic imaging datasets has been demonstrated previously (22, 29) .
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In summary, the current study has shown that SLOT is a useful technique to study the internal structure of the mouse lung. Our ongoing studies focus on obtaining quantitative information by combining SLOT and stereology, in particular, in mouse models of lung injury and disease.
